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We have successfully completed our goals and objectives:

50 courses have been updated / created from scratch

prepared specialists for professional activities at the 
international level

tested new teaching methods and approaches, using the best 
experience of European colleagues

improved the quality of knowledge and professional 
competencies of undergraduates

exchanged experience between partner universities (both 
students and teachers)

improved teamwork and distance skills (using the example of 
Scrum methodologies)

7 undergraduates received job offers from IT companies

undergraduates noted a high level of training

more than 30 undergraduates continue their studies

First year of study: 01 September 2020 - 30 June 2021

66 students, 73 teachers, 26 companies

What difficulties did we face?
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And how to avoid them?



# 1 High competition in the market of educational programs
Solution: creating accounts on social networks, organizing 
information days, distributing brochures, press releases in 
third-party media increase the university's image and its 
prestige in the educational services market.

Pre-course and post-course surveys help improve the quality 
of learning.

Remember! One of the best advertisements is a satisfied client 
who will recommend you further, whether it is an applicant or a 
company.

# 2 No deferral from military service when studying for a 
master's degree
Solution: to attract senior students to participate in SCRUM 
projects in order to increase motivation to continue their 
studies in the magistracy after serving in the army

# 3 COVID-19 Pandemic Causes Communication Problems
Solution: transferring meetings, courses, seminars within the 
project to an online format using zoom, skype, viber, discord, 
google services and etc.

We are now ready for the second year of study!
Are you with us?
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CONTACT US

www.macict.eu

info@macict.eu
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